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Abstract
Previous studies have found that infrequent targets can reduce dogs’ vigilance. The
purpose of this study was to develop a laboratory model to evaluate the effects of
infrequent targets on dogs’ search behavior and performance. Dogs (n = 18) were
trained to detect smokeless powder in an automated olfactometer in two distinct
rooms (“operational” and “training”). During baseline, the dogs received five daily
sessions at a high target odor frequency (90%) in both rooms. Subsequently, the fre-
quency of the target odor was decreased to 10% only in the “operational” room but
remained at 90% in the training room. Last, the odor prevalence was returned to
90% in both rooms. All dogs showed a significant decrement in detection perfor-
mance in the operational room when the target odor frequency was decreased but
simultaneusly mantained high performance in the training room. This decrement
was largely due to decreases in adequate search behavior. All dogs recovered per-
formance when the odor frequency was increased again to 90%. Trial accuracy was
associated with tail position, search score, latency, and duration of environmentally
directed behaviors. The data show that low target odor prevalence significantly
reduced search behavior and performance and that there are behaviors that can be
used by handlers to assess their dog’s search state.
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Detection dogs have been trained to find a wide variety
of hidden and cryptic targets such as invasive insects and
weeds (Aviles-Rosa, Nita, et al., 2022; Hanigan & Smith,
2014), narcotics (Furton et al., 2002; Jantorno
et al., 2020), explosives (Aviles-Rosa, McGuinness,
et al., 2021; Lazarowski et al., 2021; Lazarowski &
Dorman, 2014) and even missing persons (Jinn
et al., 2020). In doing so, dogs are tasked to search a
given environment to find and respond to their trained
target odor, perhaps not unlike animals that must search
for prey and productive areas to forage. Importantly,
operational detection dogs are tasked to perform exten-
sive searches often in areas with very low target densities,
potentially leading to near extinction conditions for
search behavior (e.g., dogs rarely find a target when
deployed). Existing literature suggests that the low proba-
bility of occurrence of an event (e.g., finding a target
odor) can induce a reduction in dogs’ vigilance state
(Gazit et al., 2005; Porritt et al., 2015). Vigilance refers to
a state of readiness or alertness to detect and respond to a
stimulus (Ballard, 1996; Hancock, 2013), and sustained

attention refers to the ability of an individual to maintain
a vigilance state for an extended period (Ballard, 1996).
In humans, the ability of an individual to remain vigilant
during a repetitive detection task is affected by different
factors such as the difficulty of the task, the type of dis-
crimination test, duration of the task, and event rate
(Freeman et al., 2004; Hancock, 2013; Mackworht, 1948;
Matthews et al., 1993; See et al., 1995). The inability to
maintain vigilance during a task will then result in a
reduction in performance characterized by an increase in
stimulus misses and a reduction in the detection or hit
rate (Ballard, 1996). Although it varies with different fac-
tors, in humans, a decrement in performance has been
observed after 15–30 minutes on a repetitive task
(Mackworht, 1948).

The effect of different factors on individuals’ ability
to maintain proficient detection during repetitive tasks
has been extensively studied in humans during the past
decades (Adams, 1987; Helton & Russell, 2011;
Mackworht, 1948; See et al., 1995). However, little is
known for detection dogs. Detection dogs perform
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repetitive searches to areas, vehicles, luggage, and even
persons for about 45 min or more at a time. More impor-
tantly, however, the probability that a detection dog
encounters a target odor (e.g., explosive, narcotics, inva-
sive species, etc.) during a search is usually low. The
existing literature suggests that the long searches together
with low occurrence of an event (e.g., the finding of a tar-
get odor) during a search could result in performance
decrements (Gazit et al., 2005; Porritt et al., 2015). The
goal of this experiment was to develop a laboratory
model that mimics how detection dogs are often trained
and deployed in varying places, with differing target odor
densities, to evaluate how dogs’ detection performance
changes with target odor frequency. The development of
such a model would be useful for evaluating methods to
maintain performance when target density is low for
operational searches.

One conceptualization of the canine detection task is
that of a two-part behavior chain (Thrailkill et al., 2016;
Thrailkill et al., 2018). In the first link of the chain, a dog
is cued to “search” by the handler’s command or the con-
text itself (see Figure 1). The dog then engages in searching
behaviors, which leads to encountering the target odor.
The target odor serves as a conditioned reinforcer for
the search behavior and as a discriminative stimulus that
occasions the trained final alert response such as a sit, nose
hold, or lie down (Porritt et al., 2015; Thrailkill
et al., 2016; Thrailkill et al., 2018). The final alert is then
reinforced with a primary or terminal reinforcer such as a
toy or food (Figure 1). Thus, when the probability of
encountering the target odor is very low, search behavior
may undergo extinction because it is rarely reinforced by
the appearance of the target odor. For this reason, a

decrement or complete extinction of dog search behavior
is to be expected in places with a low probability of finding
a target odor. Importantly, this reduction or extinction in
search behavior should not affect the relationship between
the target odor occasioning a final trained response
(i.e., the second link), as this contingency is still reinforced
by the terminal reinforcer. When evaluating detection dog
performance from a behavioral-chain perspective in places
where the probability of encountering a target odor is low,
we hypothesize that detection dogs may have poor detec-
tion performance due to a possible decrement or extinction
in search behavior, with minimal effects on the second
link, alerting when encountering the target odor.

Recent studies suggest that there can be a detection
decrement in operational detection dogs when the pres-
ence of a target is infrequent or absent. For instance,
Gazit et al. (2005) tested dogs in two similar paths. One
path contained five targets (Path A) and the other path
(Path B) contained no targets. They found that the dogs
were able to discriminate between both paths, and a sig-
nificant reduction in search-related behaviors was
observed within the first session in Path B (Gazit
et al., 2005). Reduction in search behavior was noticed as
an increase in the amount of time that the dogs spent
walking slowly instead of trotting or running the path.
The dogs’ detection performance and search behavior
remained high in Path A, even when their search behav-
ior was significantly lower in Path B (the path with no
target). This indicated that the dogs were able to discrimi-
nate between paths and that they performed and behaved
differently in the path that they learned that contained no
targets in comparison with the path with which they had
a prior reinforcement history with targets.

F I GURE 1 An illustration of the detection task visualized as a two-part behavior chain. The chain starts when the handler commands the dog to
search. This serves as a discriminative stimulus that initiates the first link of the chain. The dog responds to the command by searching for the target
odor (Response 1). The finding of the target odor serves as a conditioned reinforcer for the search behavior and as a discriminative stimulus that
occasions the trained behavioral response (Response 2). The chain finalizes when the handler delivers a toy or food as the terminal reinforcer.
Adapted from DeChant (2021) with permission of the author.
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The same study found that when dogs continuously
searched a path with no explosive (Path B), they later
had difficulty detecting an explosive when present in the
same path (Gazit et al., 2005). These results suggest that
dogs can discriminate two visually similar contexts and
that search behavior and performance may decrease spe-
cifically in the context or place associated with a low tar-
get odor frequency while simultaneously being high in a
context with a higher target odor frequency.

Similar results were also found by Porrit et al. (2015).
In their study they had three experimental groups of dogs.
One group of dogs searched an area 36 times and never
found a target odor, whereas the other two groups always
found either an explosive or a nonexplosive target odor in
the same area (Porritt et al., 2015). Similar to Gazit et al.
(2005), they reported that within the first session, dogs in
the experimental group with zero finds searched the area
less thoroughly compared with the other two groups of
dogs that always found a target. Immediately after the
completion of the 36 searches, explosives were planted in
the same area to evaluate how the treatment affected the
dogs’ capability of finding an explosive when it was pre-
sented in the same area. Half of the dogs that had previ-
ously searched the area with no targets failed to detect the
explosives when placed in the same area, but no difference
was found between dogs that had experience finding
explosives or an unrelated odor in the same area. Dogs
with zero prior finds needed six searches where explosives
were planted before their performance was similar to the
performance of the other groups (Porritt et al., 2015). The
study also found a significant correlation between search
behavior and detection rate, where dogs that performed
more thorough searches had better detection rates (Porritt
et al., 2015). The findings of both studies suggest that con-
tinuous testing or training with low target odor prevalence
decreases search behaviors and that this decrement in
search behavior has negative consequences for dogs’ detec-
tion performance. The search decrement observed in the
search areas with infrequent target odors is of importance
for detection dogs, particularly to explosive detection dogs
due to the way they are traditionally trained. For instance,
detection dogs are frequently trained in areas where the
target odors are presented at a high rate, such as a training
facility. A previous survey found that most handlers do
one or zero blank runs during training (DeChant
et al., 2020). However, in operational scenarios, dogs will
rarely find an explosive. Thus, an explosive detection dog
could show high performance and search during training
scenarios, but this may not be representative of their per-
formance in the operational scenarios where the probabil-
ity of finding a target odor is low.

Altogether the existing literature suggests an important
performance effect on dogs when they are working in
areas with infrequent targets that warrants further investi-
gation. However, studying this phenomenon in opera-
tional settings can be expensive and challenging. Thus, the

purpose of this study was to develop a laboratory model
that replicates detection dog working conditions and that
could induce the expected and observed search and perfor-
mance decrement described in previous studies. To do this,
dogs were tested in two different rooms: one with a high
target odor prevalence (training room) and one with a low
target odor prevalence (operational room) in an ABA
reversal design. The goal was to model how detection dogs
are frequently trained in one area or location at a high tar-
get rate but are deployed in another area or location with
a low target rate. Having a laboratory model with which
to study decrements in search behaviors and detection per-
formance will allow us to further understand this phenom-
enon in a controlled setting and use this model to evaluate
different procedures that could mitigate search behaviors
and performance decrements in places with low target
odor densities.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects

Eighteen mixed-breed dogs participated in this study (five
spayed females and 13 neutered males). These 18 dogs
were tested in three separate cohorts of six dogs. Partici-
pants were selected from local shelters and rescue organi-
zations with the goal of providing additional training for
adoption. The dogs were selected based on their food
motivation, size (20–30 kg), age (<8 years), and boldness
(e.g., were not afraid and approached the experimenter
and the odor port during the selection trials). The dogs
received 25% of their daily food ration in the morning
(� 0800) and the remaining in the afternoon (� 1600)
after training or testing. The dogs had free access to
water in their kennels and during the training or testing
session. In addition, the dogs received two walks or play
sessions daily and received additional training for adop-
tion (“sit,” “down,” “stay,” loose leash walking, coopera-
tive care for husbandry procedures (e.g., nail trim), and
counterconditioning for any fear-related behaviors).

Apparatus

All training and testing were conducted at the Texas Tech
University Canine Olfaction Research and Education
(CORE) lab. All procedures and animal handling were
approved by the Texas Tech University Institutional Ani-
mal Care and Use committee (protocol # 19093–10). The
dogs were trained to use the automated olfactometer
described and validated by Aviles-Rosa, Gallegos, et al.
(2021). Briefly, the apparatus consisted of a panel with
three odor ports, each one connected to an independent
olfactometer (Figure 2). Each olfactometer was equipped
with six solenoid valves connected to six odor vials. Of
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the six vials, one was the target odor and the others were
distractor odors. Odor presentation and randomization
was conducted by a computer program that ensured the
target odor was presented equally across all three ports.
In a given trial, the computer randomized the odor to be
presented in each port and activated the corresponding
valve in each olfactometer. Filtered air (1 L/m) carried
the headspace of the odor vial into a PTFE manifold
where it was diluted with a continuous airline (2 L/m)
and subsequently carried to the odor port. The air dilu-
tion used (33% odor dilution) was identical for the target
and distractor odors. Each odor port was equipped with
an infrared sensor (IR) at the front of the port that mea-
sured if a dog sampled a port and the duration of the
nose hold. The IRs were used to record responses during
a trial (see training session below). A trial within a session
started with lifting the panel that covered the ports
(raised by a stepper motor). The experimenter then gave
the dog the search command, and the dogs performed an
off-leash search. The dogs had 45 s to search the appara-
tus and make a response. If the dog did not respond
within 45 s, the trial was terminated and scored as a
“timeout.” The computer program saved the dogs’
responses within a session in a comma-separated
values file.

Training

The initial training to the apparatus consisted of teaching
the dogs to search all three ports, alert to the port con-
taining food (hot dogs) odor, and ignore (not alert) five

nontarget odors/distractors. The odor of cotton gauze
(Equate), nitril glove (MedPride, MPR-50504), food
grade mineral oil (Bluewater Chemgroup), limonene
(10�3 v/v dilution in mineral oil; CAS # 5989-54-8), and
clean air were used as distractors in this study. These dis-
tractors were selected because they are common labora-
tory components that are used to prepare odorants and
include a novel strong odor (limonene). The dogs were
trained to alert to the port containing the target odor by
holding their nose in the port for 4 s. To train the 4-s
hold, we used positive reinforcement of successive
approximations (shaping). Initially, the dogs were rein-
forced (with food or a treat) for just sampling or intro-
ducing their nose in the port containing the target odor.
Subsequently, if a dog’s performance was >85% correct
responses in a 40-trial session, the nose-hold criterion was
increased by 0.5-s steps in subsequent sessions until
reaching the 4-s criterion. The nose-hold duration was
recorded by the computer using the IR sensors in each
port. By using the IRs, the apparatus was also able to
record dog responses, search latency, the number of times
a dog searched a port, and the time a dog sniffed a port
during each trial. For instance, the apparatus measured
search latency as the time from the initiation of a trial
(panel raising) until the IR beam of any port was broken.
The olfactometer program algorithm was also built to
measure the amount of time the IR beam was broken
and preprogram to score a response if the IR beam was
broken for 4 s. For instance, if a dog sniffed Port 1 for 1 s
and Port 3 for 4 s the computer would record all nose
insertions and that the dog alerted to Port 3. During ini-
tial training, the dogs received one or two 40-trial

F I GURE 2 Picture of the training and operational rooms. The olfactometer, size, and room size and color were identical. The only difference
was the orientation of the olfactometer relative to the door. For the first and last cohort, Room A was the operational room, and for the second
cohort Room B was the operational. The dogs’ performance was not affected by the room selected as the operational or training room.
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training sessions a day where the target odor was hotdog
at a prevalence rate of 100% (one of the three ports con-
tained hot dog odor for all trials) until they reached the
nose-hold criterion of 2 s. Most dogs completed initial
training to the apparatus within 20 training sessions
(< 10 days of training). The average number of training
session needed to reach the nose-hold criterion was 10.83
± 1.08 SE (Max = 22; Min = 5).

After the dogs were searching the apparatus indepen-
dently with a nose hold of 2 s, the target odor was chan-
ged to 10 g of double-base smokeless powder
(Hodgdon H335; referred to as SP subsequently) in a
40-mL vial. With SP as the target odor, the nose-hold cri-
terion was subsequently gradually increased to 4 s (the
final criterion). The dogs continued training to SP as
described in our previous work (Aviles-Rosa, Gallegos,
et al., 2021). The dogs received two 40-trial training ses-
sions daily only in the training room where the target
odor frequency was 90% (e.g., the target odor was pre-
sent in 36 of the 40 trials) until their performance was
>85% correct responses in two consecutive double-blind
(e.g., the handler was blind to the location of the target
and responses were recorded by the computer) sessions.
Performance greater or equal to 85% correct responses
was considered our training criterion. Although the num-
ber of training sessions varied with individuals based on
performance, all 18 dogs met the training criterion within
10 days of training (� 15 training sessions) with SP as the
target odor. A detailed description of the training pro-
gression of 12 of the 18 dogs used can be found elsewhere
(Aviles-Rosa, Gallegos, et al., 2021).

After dogs reached training criterion in two consecu-
tive double-blind sessions in the training room, they were
trained on an identical olfactometer in a different room.
This room was denoted as the operational room. Both
rooms were almost identical, but the position of the olfac-
tometer within the room was different to facilitate room
discrimination by the dogs (Figure 2). For the first and
last cohort (12 dogs), Room A was the operational room.
For the second cohort, Room B was the operational
room to counterbalance any potential room effects. We
assigned rooms as operational or training by cohort
rather than by dog to facilitate training and testing. Dur-
ing training to the operational room, the dogs received
one 40-trial double-blind session in the training and oper-
ational rooms daily. The order in which each room was
tested was alternated every day. During training, in both
rooms, a training session contained 10% (e.g., four out of
40 trials) blank trials with no target odor present in any
of the ports; 90% of trials contained a target in one of the
three ports. The position of the blank trials within a ses-
sion was randomized by the computer program, and on
average, there was one blank trial every 10 trials. During
an odor-present trial, one of the ports contained SP and
the other two ports contained distractor odors (selected
randomly by the olfactometer program with equal proba-
bility). A correct response during an odor trial was noted

if the dog correctly held its nose for 4 s in the port con-
taining SP odor. A correct response for a blank trial was
noted if the dog searched all three ports but did not alert
to any of them after four continuous seconds of removing
their nose from all ports (i.e., an “all-clear” response).
Correct responses to the target odor were reinforced with
a treat (continuous schedule of reinforcement), but cor-
rect all-clear responses were not reinforced but simply led
to the next trial. Correct all clears were not reinforced
because this is a common practice in detection dog train-
ing. The trial duration was set at 45 s. If the dog failed to
alert or make an all-clear response within 45 s after the
initiation of a trial, the trial was terminated and the trial
was scored as a “timeout” and counted as incorrect. Each
dog was required to detect SP with an accuracy >85% on
two consecutive double-blind sessions in both rooms
before they could start the experiment. Transitioning
training to the operational room was quick, and the dogs
were able to transfer training from the training room
within 5–8 sessions for all dogs.

Experimental design

After meeting the training criterion in both rooms, the
dogs received one double-blind session in each room
daily for the duration of the experiment (14 days). Ses-
sions were scheduled at least 2 hr apart from each other
to prevent fatigue. Double-blinded conditions were
ensured by the olfactometer because the trial randomiza-
tion, odor presentation, and data collection were done by
the computer program. The olfactometer indicated the
initiation of a trial to the experimenter by lifting the
panel covering the odor ports. The experimenter then
gave the command “search” to the dog so that they could
search all three ports. If the dog did not search all ports
after the first command, the handlers repeated the com-
mand “search” only one more time within a trial. If a dog
alerted to the correct port, the computer marked the cor-
rect response with a “bleep” and activated an automated
feeder that delivered a treat to reinforce the correct
response. Incorrect responses, all-clears, and timeouts
resulted in the termination of the trial without reward. At
the end of the trial, the odor valves turned off and the
panel slowly covered the ports for a 20-s intertrial inter-
val. The next trial started immediately after the 20-s
intertrial interval.

Baseline period

After reaching training criterion in both rooms, the dogs
entered the baseline period where they received five
40-trial sessions in the operational and training room at a
target odor prevalence of 90% (e.g., 10% of the trials
were blank). Each dog received two sessions daily, one in
the operational room and one in the training room. The
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order in which each room was tested was alternated every
day. The purpose of the baseline period was to ensure
that the dogs’ performance was similar in both rooms
when the target odor prevalence was the same. Ensuring
that performance was similar in both rooms when the tar-
get odor prevalence was high allowed us to better evalu-
ate the effect of low target odor prevalence during the
testing period.

Testing period

The testing period started immediately after the baseline
period. During testing, the target odor prevalence in the
operational room was decreased to 10% (e.g., only four
of the 40 trials had a target odor) and the target preva-
lence in the training room remained at 90%. The odor tri-
als in the operational room were randomized by the
computer program and, on average, an odor trial
occurred every 10 trials, but not exactly after 10 trials.

The reduction of target odor only in the operational
room was to mimic a real-life scenario where a detection
dog will have a high odor prevalence during frequent
training sessions but a low odor prevalence in an opera-
tional scenario (e.g., when patrolling or searching an
area). The dogs received one daily session in each room
for five consecutive days under these conditions to evalu-
ate whether the reduction in odor prevalence from 90%
to 10% produced a substantial decrement in the dogs’
performance and search-related behaviors in the opera-
tional room but not in the training room.

The testing period for both the training and opera-
tional rooms were video coded using Behavioral Obser-
vation Research Interactive Software (BORIS; Friard &
Gamba, 2016). A total of 180 videos were coded (five
videos in each room for each dog) to evaluate the effects
that reducing the target odor frequency in the operational
room had on the dogs’ behavior (Table 1). Ten percent of
the videos were double coded (18 videos total) by two
observers to determine interobserver agreement. The

TABLE 1 Ethogram with behaviors that were coded for each dog during Experiment 1 in the testing period in both the operational and training
rooms

Behavior description Behavior coded Interobserver agreement

Dog approached three-odor port panel (event)

Tail Position 1. Relaxed

2. Tucked Cohen’s Kappa = .60

3. Raised/Aroused

4. Wagging

Licking odor port 1. Yes

0. No Too infrequent

Yawning during odor port search 1. Yes

0. No Too infrequent

Vocalization during searching 1. Yes

0. No Too infrequent

Look back at handler during searching 1. Yes

0. No ICC < .40

Search behavior and interaction with odor ports 0. No approach
1. “Drive by” search and no nose insert
2. Bumped or poked panel

3. Searched ports but not all
4. Detailed search

ICC = .90

Panting (duration) Too infrequent

Lying down (duration) Too infrequent

Sitting (duration) Too infrequent

Self-grooming (duration) 1. Licking

2. Scratching ICC = .89

Environment directed behavior (duration) 1. Jumping on handler

2. Mouthing handler

3. Jumping on environment/wall ICC = .99

Latency (duration) 1. Time from start of trial to first nose insert Coded by computer

Note. Description of behavior category that was coded has the specific behavior identified for that category listed in “Behavior coded.” Interobserver agreement is shown
from double-coded videos. Behaviors that were scored less than 1% of trials or with interobserver agreement < .40 were not analyzed and are listed as too infrequent.

6 AVILES-ROSA ET AL.
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videos were coded using the behaviors defined in Table 1
in addition to tracking the trial, name for each dog, ses-
sion, and room. The BORIS video-coded behaviors were
merged with the olfactometer-collected accuracy data to
evaluate the relation between the dogs’ behavior and per-
formance. The interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for
continuous and Cohen’s kappa for categorical variables
are listed in Table 1 for interobserver agreement.

Recovery period

To evaluate whether the dogs’ performance in the opera-
tional room could be recovered to baseline levels, after
the fifth day of testing, the target odor prevalence in both
rooms was set to 90% for four consecutive days. This was
to evaluate whether the observed performance decrement
was able to be recovered by just increasing the target
odor frequency to training levels.

Control test

A control test was conducted at the end of the testing period
and before starting the recovery period in the training room
(where the dogs were expected to do well) to ensure that the
dogs were alerting to the SP and not to any other olfactom-
eter cue (e.g., sound of the odor valve). For this, the dogs
received a 10-trial session at a 90% target odor prevalence

where the odor jars were disconnected from the olfactome-
ter. Apart from this change, the control session was con-
ducted as normal. Thus, during nine of the 10 trials of the
control session, one of the olfactometers activated the odor
valve and the other two olfactometers distractor valves.
During the blank trial all olfactometers activated a distrac-
tor odor valve. Because no odor vials were connected to the
valves, if the dogs were alerting exclusively to the odor stim-
ulus of SP, we expected them to not be able to respond to
the correct port at a rate greater than chance. A correct
response during the control test was recorded if the dog
alerted to the olfactometer port that activated the target
odor valve even when no odor was present. An incorrect
response during the control test was recorded if the dog per-
formed an all clear or if it alerted to an olfactometer port
that activated a distractor odor valves (also without odor
jars). Because no odors were present, we expected the dogs
to perform mostly all-clear responses during the control test
and not be able to identify the correct port. Performance
above chance during the control test would indicate that the
dogs were able to identify the correct port using uninten-
tional nonolfactory stimuli from the apparatus (e.g. “click”
or valve noises from the olfactometer).

Data collection

As mentioned above, using IRs, the olfactometer
recorded search latency, the number of times a dog

TABLE 2 Measurements used to evaluate performance and search vigilance decrement

Measurement Definition Calculation

Overall
accuracy,
%

Dog alerted to the correct port during an odor trial or did a
correct all clear during a blank trial.

(Number of correct responses /40 trials) � 100

False alert,
%

Dog alerted to the incorrect port on any trial (odor or blank) (Number of false alerts/ 40 trials) � 100

Timeout, % Dog did not search all three ports or make a response within
45 s after the trial started

(Number of timeouts / 40 trials) � 100

Hit rate, % Dog alerted to the odor correctly when present. (Number of correct responses to odor / number of odor
trials) � 100

Correct
rejection,
%

Dogs did a correct all clear during a blank trial. (Number of correct all clears / number of blank trials) � 100

False all
clears, %

Dog response was an all-clear after sampling the port
containing the target odor

(Number of false all clears after the dog sampled all ports
during an odor trial / number of odor trials where the dog
sampled all ports) � 100

Search–hit
ratio, %

Dog alerted to the target odor after sampling the odor port (Number of correct responses after the dog sampled the odor
port / number of odor trials where the dog sampled the
odor port) � 100

Latency, s Time required for a dog to search at least one port after a trial
started. If the dog did not search during a trial the trial
latency was set as 45 s.

(
P

Latency / 40)

Entries Number of times a dog sampled all ports in a trial. (
P

Entries / 40)

Sniff time, s Cumulative time a dog spent sniffing all three ports in a trial
excluding the 4 s to make an alert.

(
P

Sniff time / 40)
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sampled a port, the amount of time the dog sniffed each
port, and each dog’s response during each trial. The per-
formance for each session was calculated by averaging
the dogs’ responses for all 40 trials within a session for
each room. Table 2 shows the definition of the measure-
ments used to evaluate the dogs’ performance and how
they were calculated.

Behavior data were collected for each trial within a
session during the testing period. A search score was cal-
culated for each trial that was coded from 0 to 4, qualita-
tively describing a range of search from “no search” to
“complete thorough search.” If a dog engaged in multiple
searches in a trial (i.e., revisited the panel multiple times
within a trial), the highest search score was retained for
that trial, indicating the maximum level of search
engaged for the individual trial. Tail position was
retained as a categorial variable. Grooming behaviors
were combined (licking and scratching) to make one
duration-based behavior for grooming, which was the
sum duration of grooming behaviors for each trial.
Behaviors that were directed toward the environment/
handler were also combined to make one behavioral cate-
gory. The duration of each behavior was summed to cre-
ate one combined duration of behaviors directed toward
the environment for each trial. In total, 5,065 trials with
accuracy data and behavioral data were successfully
video coded and merged for analysis. Some video coding
was not possible due to hard drive and server failure. The
data from both the operational and training rooms
were combined to optimize the search for behavioral
differences between high-performance and reduced-
performance sessions.

Data analysis

All data analyses and visualization were conducted using
SAS 9.4 statistical software and R studio. The average
performance of each dog within a session was calculated
and used for the statistical analyses.

A linear mixed model was used to evaluate the
effect of testing session (1–5), room (operational
vs. training), period (baseline, testing, and recovery),
and the Room � Period interaction. A random effect
of dog was included. A statistically significant differ-
ence was declared when p < .05. If the main effects or
interaction showed a statistically significant effect, the
Tukey–Kramer test was used for multiple comparisons.
We used this model to evaluate the effect of these fac-
tors on all the performance measurements described in
Table 2.

A separate linear mixed model was conducted to eval-
uate the effect of session within each period. This model
included the fixed effect of room, session, and their inter-
action with the random effect of dog. A statistically signifi-
cant difference was declared when p < .05, and the
Tukey–Kramer test was used for multiple comparisons.

For video-coded data, frequency for event behaviors
and duration for state behaviors were calculated for each
dog, trial, and session. This data set was then merged with
the olfactometer trial data to include latency and perfor-
mance for each individual trial (i.e., correct or incorrect).
Behaviors were then filtered to remove behaviors that
occurred too infrequently for analysis (defined as occur-
ring on <1% of trials) in addition to behaviors with poor
interobserver agreement, defined as Cohen’s kappa < .60.
Table 1 shows the behaviors that were excluded and the
behaviors that remained. The remaining behaviors ranged
from moderate (Cohen’s kappa = .60) to excellent reliabil-
ity (ICC > .90; Viera & Garrett, 2005).

To predict whether observed behavior was associated
with performance, a generalized linear mixed-effect
model (binomial link) was fit in which trial outcome (cor-
rect or incorrect) was predicted by latency (time from
start of trial until the first nose insert), search score,
grooming behavior, environment-directed behavior, tail
position, and a random effect for each dog. To maximize
the prediction of behavioral characteristics for high and
low performance regardless of room, variables related to
room (operational or training) were not fit. An analysis
of variance from the car package in R studio was used
for a chi-square analysis for each fixed effect. Post hoc
tests for tail position were conducted using Tukey-
adjusted p values. An additional model was fit in which
we included only the trials where a target odor was pre-
sent to detect specifically odor misses. The purpose of this
model was to evaluate the effect of each behavior on the
hit rate.

RESULTS

Within 25 days of training, most participants had an
overall accuracy ≥85% in both rooms under double-blind
testing. Only one dog (Axel) needed two extra weeks of
training to meet training criterion. After training, his per-
formance did not differ from the performance of other
dogs. Figure 3 shows the individual performance of
each dog during the different phases of the experiment.
One dog (Pumpkin) received only four baseline sessions
in the operational room due to problems with the olfac-
tometer, and another dog (Dallas) received only three
sessions in the operational room during recovery due to
the handler’s unavailability for the final day. A visual
examination of individual performance shows that all
dogs had similar performance in the operational and
training room during baseline. Charm, Raven, Wish-
bone, and Dozer had one session in the operational room
where performance was below our training criterion dur-
ing baseline, but overall, there was no significant differ-
ence in performance during baseline in both rooms. All
dogs showed a significant decrement in performance dur-
ing the first session of the testing period in the opera-
tional room. Charm was the only dog that also had low

8 AVILES-ROSA ET AL.
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performance in the training room during the first session
of the testing period. The performance of nine dogs
(Axel, Bullseye, Charm, Dozer, Maxine, Phantom,
Pumpkin, Raven, and Wishbone) in the operational
room during the testing period did not show any signifi-
cant improvement during the five sessions and was below
40% correct responses. However, the data from the
remaining nine dogs show that their performance tended
to improve with sessions. Moreover, by the end of the
fifth testing session in the operational room, Buster’s,
Dallas’s, Edna’s, and Jax’s performance was at or above
training criterion. This might suggest that some dogs may
be more resistant to low target odor prevalence with time.
All dogs recovered performance in the operational room
immediately during the first recovery session.

The room (operational or training) by period (base-
line, testing, recovery) interaction was significant for all
the variables measured (p < .001), except for the sniff
time, false all clears, and the search–hit ratio (Table 3).
For these measurements, the main effects of room and
period were also not statistically significant (p > .05).
Table 3 and Figures 3 and 4 show the average overall
accuracy and all the performance measurements during
the different testing periods.

The overall accuracy during baseline in the training
and operational room did not differ statistically (training:
94.66 ± 0.48% vs. operational: 92.11 ± 0.73%). Search-
related behaviors measured by the olfactometer (latency,
port entries, sniff time, and timeouts) and the other per-
formance variables measured were also not statistically
different from each other during baseline in the opera-
tional or training room (Table 3; Figure 5), indicating

that performance and search-related behaviors were simi-
lar in both rooms during baseline.

The performance of 17 of the 18 dogs tested decreased
below training criterion immediately after the first session
where the target odor prevalence was reduced to 10% in
the operational room (Figure 3). Reducing the target
odor prevalence in the operational room during the test-
ing period resulted in a statistically significant increase
in timeouts (operational: 53.31 ± 3.53% vs. training:
2.69 ± 1.17%), increased search latency (operational:
25.78 ± 1.39 s vs. training: 8.06 ± 0.52 s), and a decrement
in the number of port entries (operational: 1.98 ± 0.15
vs. training: 2.79 ± 0.06) relative to the training room
where the odor prevalence was unaltered. This significant
decrement in search-related behaviors resulted in a statisti-
cally significant reduction in the overall accuracy (opera-
tional: 33.37 ± 3.08% vs. training: 92.53 ± 1.30%) and
correct rejections (operational: 31.89 ± 3.08% vs. training:
82.50 ± 2.72%), an increase in the number of false alerts
(operational: 13.26 ± 1.32% vs. training: 3.00 ± 0.51%),
and thus a statistically significant decrement in the hit rate
(operational: 46.67 ± 3.95% vs. training: 93.64 ± 1.26%).

Interestingly, the proportion of false all clears
(operational: 1.89 ± 1.55% vs. training: 2.11 ± 0.34%),
search–hit ratio (operational: 98.11 ± 1.55% vs. training:
97.79 ± 0.35%), and the sniff time (operational:
0.90 ± 0.08% vs. training: 0.84 ± 0.04%) in the opera-
tional and training room were not statistically different
from each other during testing. Thus, the dogs’ probabil-
ity of alerting if they thoroughly investigated the port
with the target odor was unchanged throughout, indicat-
ing that the decrement in performance measured was due

F I GURE 3 Individual dog overall accuracy across the different testing periods and room. The dashed line indicates 85% overall accuracy, our
training criterion. Most dogs showed highly similar performance decrement during the testing period. Six dogs (Bruce, Buster, Charles, Dale, Jax, and
Sasha) showed performance improvement in the operational room by the end of the testing period and one dog (Edna) did not show a significant
performance decrement during the testing period in the operational room. This indicates that with time, some dogs can improve performance in a
low-prevalence room, suggesting that some dogs are more resilient to these conditions than others are.
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F I GURE 5 Dogs (n = 18) search-related behaviors during the different testing phase and room. Panel A: Mean ± 95% confidence intervals of
the numbers of cumulative port entries the dogs did in a trial. The horizontal lines indicate the change in experimental period (baseline, testing, and
recovery). The number of port entries was similar for both rooms during baseline and recovery. A slight reduction in the number of ports sampled
was observed in the operational room during the testing phase. Panel B: Mean ± 95% confidence interval of the cumulative sniff time (s) during a
trial. The horizontal lines indicate the change in experimental period (baseline, testing, and recovery). The effect of room, period, and their interaction
on sniff time were not statistically significant. Panel C: Mean ± 95% confidence intervals of dogs’ search latency. The horizontal lines indicate the
change in experimental period (baseline, testing, and recovery). Search latency was not statistically different in the operational or training room
during the baseline or recovery period. Latency significantly increased during the testing period in the operational room but not in the training room.
This suggests that low target prevalence rates reduced search behavior because the dogs required more time to engage in searches.

F I GURE 4 Dogs’ (n = 18) overall accuracy during each session within the different experimental periods, rooms, and control test. The points
show the mean, and the error bars show the 95% confidence interval of the mean for each experimental session within room. The dashed line indicates
85%, which was our training criterion. The horizontal lines indicate the change in experimental period (baseline, testing, and recovery). There was a
significant effect of room and period interaction. No difference was observed in the dogs’ overall accuracy during baseline between rooms. Decreasing
the target odor prevalence in the operational room produced a significant reduction in the overall accuracy during the testing period. The overall
accuracy returned to baseline levels immediately during the first recovery session when the target odor prevalence was increased to 90%. This
indicates that the performance decrements observed in the operational room during the testing period were mainly due to changes in the odor
prevalence rate. A significant decrement in performance was observed during the control test (training–control). This indicates that the dogs’
performance was dependent on the presence of an odor stimulus within the olfactometer.
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to not investigating the target port. Additionally,
although the dogs’ performance decreased in the opera-
tional room during the test phase, performance in the
training room was consistently above training criterion
and it was not statistically different from their perfor-
mance during baseline (Table 3; Figure 5) for any of the
variables measured.

Performance in the operational room was recovered to
baseline levels immediately after the target odor prevalence
was increased to 90% during the recovery period. The dogs
showed significant improvement in the operational room
during recovery relative to the testing period, with improve-
ments in overall accuracy (testing: 33.37 ± 3.08%
vs. recovery: 96.74 ± 0.50%), hit rate (testing: 46.67 ± 3.95%
vs. recovery: 97.27 ± 0.48%), correct rejection (testing:
31.89 ± 3.08% vs. recovery: 92.01 ± 2.26%), and port entries
(testing: 1.98 ± 0.15 vs. recovery: 2.83 ± 0.04). During
the recovery, dogs also showed improvements in search
latency (testing: 25.78 ± 1.39 s vs. recovery: 7.40 ± 0.31 s),
proportion of timeouts (testing: 53.31 ± 3.53% vs. recovery:

1.81 ± 0.60%), and false alerts (testing: 13.26 ± 1.32%
vs. recovery: 1.42 ± 0.39%) in the operational room com-
pared with the testing period.

When the effect of session was evaluated within each
testing period separately, we found that neither session
nor the Room � Session interaction was statistically sig-
nificant for any of the performance or behavior measure-
ments during the different periods (baseline, testing, or
recovery). Even though these effects were not statistically
significant, a visual inspection of the individual dog data
(Figure 3) shows that some of the dogs showed a slight
improvement in the overall accuracy in the operational
room at the end of the testing period (Figure 3.). This
suggests that some dogs are more resilient to the low
prevalence rate and that, with time and training, they can
improve performance in a low target prevalence room.
Nevertheless, most of the dogs were not able to improve
performance in the operational room within five sessions.

During the control test, where the odor jars were
disconnected, all dogs showed a substantial drop in

F I GURE 6 Behavioral predictors of overall accuracy when the dog was correct. Means ± bootstrap-estimated 95% confidence intervals are
shown for overall accuracy (correct vs. incorrect). The continuous predictor variables are binned to improve visualization for the binomial data and
continuous predictors. Binned latency and behavior directed to the environment are represented in seconds. Panel A: The percentage of correct
responses during trials where dogs showed a particular tail position. An aroused tail was correlated with lower percentages of correct responses
relative to a raised and wagging tail. Panel B: The percentage of correct responses in relation to search latency. The graph shows how shorter latency
to search predicted higher accuracy. Panel C: Shows how the percentages of correct responses improved as the dogs showed less environmental
directed behaviors. Panel D: Illustrates how a higher search score predicted more correct responses.
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performance. The average accuracy of the dogs during
the control test was 11.66 ± 2.40%. Performance in the
control test was well below their performance during the
baseline, testing, and recovery phases in the training
room. The control test results confirmed that the dogs’
performance was mediated by the presence of the target
odor and was not influenced by unintentional cues from
the olfactometer.

For the video-coded data, the logistic mixed-effect
model indicated that several behavioral predictors were
associated with overall performance accuracy (Figures 6
and 7). Increased trial accuracy was associated with tail
position (χ2 = 6.59, p = .04), higher search score
(χ2 = 305.47, p < .0001), reduced latency (χ2 = 320,
p < .0001), and less environmentally directed behavior
(χ2 = 6.60, p = 0.01), but performance was unrelated to
the duration of grooming behaviors (χ2 = 0.83 p = 0.37).
The post hoc test for tail position indicated that a
“relaxed tail” was associated with higher accuracy com-
pared with a stiff tail (z = 2.52, p = 0.03), but there was
not a difference between a relaxed tail and wagging tail
(z = 1.42, p = 0.33) or between a wagging tail and stiff
tail (z = 1.75, p = 0.19).

Next, behaviors that were associated with accuracy
only in trials where the target odor was present (i.e., an
error would therefore be a miss of the target odor) were
evaluated. Similar to overall accuracy, lower search
latency (χ2 = 40.20, p < .01), higher search score
(χ2 = 79.61, p < .0001), and tail position (χ2 = 6.94,
p = 0.03) were associated with higher probability of alert-
ing to the target odor correctly. Environmentally directed
behavior (χ2 = 2.86, p = .09) and grooming (χ2 = 0.01,
p = .92) were not associated with a correct response dur-
ing a trial where the target odor was present. The post

hoc test for tail position again indicated that a relaxed
tail compared with a stiff tail was associated with higher
probability of a hit (z = 2.57, p = .02). In addition, a
wagging tail was nearly associated with higher hits than a
stiff tail (z = 2.26, p = .06), but there was no difference
between a relaxed and wagging tail (z = 0.96, p = .60).

DISCUSSION

Performance

The effect of reducing the frequency of the target odor on
dogs’ search-related behaviors and performance was eval-
uated. The data indicated that reducing the target odor
frequency in the operational room during testing resulted
in an increase in the proportion of timeouts and search
latency, as well as a reduction in the number of port
entries. These negative changes in search-related behav-
iors measured by the olfactometer were responsible for a
significant decrement in detection performance in the
operational room relative to the training room during
testing. Figure 8 shows a graphical representation of the
effects that reducing the target odor frequency had on
search behavior and detection performance. During the
testing phase, in the operational room, the dogs did not
search all ports (timeouts) after the handlers’ command
in 53% of the trials that contained the target odor. The
proportion of timeouts in the operational room during
the testing period was 18 times greater than that in the
training room during the same period.

We also observed that the dogs took longer to initiate
search (search latency) and made fewer port entries
(e.g., more port entries result in a higher search score).

F I GURE 7 Behavioral predictors of correct responses during trials containing the target odor. Means ± bootstrap-estimated 95% confidence
intervals of correct responses. The continuous predictor variables are binned to improve visualization for the binomial data and continuous
predictors. Panel A: The effect of tail position on the percentage of correct responses. Panel B: Shows how shorter latency is associated with higher
percentage of correct responses. Similarly, Panel C: Shows how a higher search score is also associated with higher percentage of correct responses.
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Thus, based on the changes observed on these behavioral
measurements, we can conclude that the main effect of
reducing the target odor prevalence in the operational
room was a significant decrement in search-related
behaviors. Based on our results we infer that this decre-
ment in search-related behaviors was then responsable
for the reduction in performance observed. This result
indicates that our manipulation of target odor frequency
in one context satisfactorily induced extinction effects in
search behavior and an overall performance decrement,
creating a new laboratory model for evaluating these
effects for detection dogs.

Interestingly, there was no difference in the search–hit
ratio between the training and operational rooms during
testing. This indicates that when the dog searched the
port containing the target odor, the probability of a cor-
rect response was high (98%) in both rooms (Figure 8).
This measurement confirms that the decrement in hit rate
observed in the operational room was due to the extinc-
tion of search behavior and not that the odor–response
relationship was extinguished or disrupted because even
in the operational room, if a dog searched the port con-
taining the target odor, they alerted to the odor at a high
rate. This confirms that low target odor frequency
induces extinction of search behaviors (first link of the
behavior chain; Figure 1) rather than extinction of the
odor–response relationship (second link of the behavior
chain; Figure 1).

The fact that dogs always maintained high perfor-
mance in the training room shows that the decrement in
search behavior was due to the low target frequency in
the operational room specifically. This agrees with previ-
ous research on this topic. For instance, Gazit et al.
(2005) found that search behavior and detection perfor-
mance was unaltered in a path with high target odor fre-
quency (Path A) when a decrement was observed in a
similar path after experiencing no target odors (Path B).
Our results together with Gazit et al. (2005) confirm that
dogs can discriminate between similar places and are
highly sensitive to target odor frequency.

The data showed that the effects of reducing the tar-
get odor frequency are immediate. For instance, we
found that search behavior and performance decreased
during the first session. As in our study, Gazit et al.
(2005) also reported that search behavior decreased dur-
ing the first session in Path B (path with no target odor)
and that it remained low until the last session. Porritt
et al. (2015) also found a statistically significant reduction
in what they described as vigilance quickly when dogs
searched an area with no target odor. This shows that the
search and performance decrement in places with low tar-
get odor prevalence occurs rapidly. In our study, this
rapid decrement in search behavior most likely occurred
because the dogs were previously trained with high target
odor frequency during training and baseline (90%).
Therefore, the rapid transition from 90% target odor
prevalence to 10% led to extinction-like effects on the
search behavior. Thus, based on our results, we speculate
that a possible way to mitigate the negative effects of low
target odor frequency could be to gradually train dogs
under an intermittent schedule of reinforcement to condi-
tion them to low target odor frequencies.

Search-related behaviors and detection accuracy in
the operational room were recovered quickly by increas-
ing the target odor frequency to training levels. This
recovery in performance was not observed by Gazit et al.
(2005). This difference between studies could have been
because the target odor frequency used by Gazit et al.
(2005) to recover performance was still significantly
lower than in the control path. For instance, in their
study, Path A (the control path) contained five targets
within a session, whereas Path B (path with no explo-
sives) contained one target odor every four sessions. This
increment from zero to one target every four sessions
most likely was not enough to recover search behavior.
The fact that we were able to recover performance by
simply increasing the target odor frequency indicates that
the extinction of search behavior in a low target odor
prevalence place is not permanent and that search
behavior and performance can be recovered quickly.

F I GURE 8 An illustration of the main effect a low target odor frequency room has on search behavior and detection performance
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Furthermore, it also indicates that the low target odor
frequency was the main factor producing extinction of
the search behavior. This suggests that the extinction of
search behavior in detection dogs can be overcome by
planting or placing a target odor in operational scenarios
(operational finds) where the probability of finding a tar-
get is low. However, because of logistical and safety rea-
sons, providing explosive detection dogs with operational
finds may not always be feasible. Porrit et al. (2015)
showed that the use of an innocuous odor to provide
operational finds to dogs maintained performance in
comparison with dogs that had zero finds for a period of
6 weeks and that the use of a nonexplosive target odor
did not affect the dogs’ performance on the explosive.
Another way to provide dogs with operational finds is to
use nondetonable training aids. The purpose of these
training aids is to present dogs with a realistic representa-
tion of the odor of the actual explosive safely (Aviles-
Rosa, Fernandez, et al., 2022). Future studies on the
development of these training aids or alternative methods
for providing dogs with operational finds are needed to
further evaluate whether it is feasible to mitigate the
search decrement observed when dogs are exposed to a
low target odor frequency.

The results of the behavioral coding suggest that there
are observable behavioral differences before the dogs
make an incorrect response. Primarily, these differences
are related to search behavior, which is what is primarily
reduced when the target odor prevalence decreases. In
this case, increased latency to search and poorer search
behavior (missing ports or only scanning ports) led to a
substantial decrease in performance. Increased latency
likely reflects the extinction of search behavior. Increased
delay to start searching was one of the strongest predic-
tors of poorer performance, suggesting that this may be a
very useful and simple behavioral change that handlers
could use as a measurement to indicate reduced engage-
ment in search and increased likelihood of an incorrect
response. For instance, a dog might not be in a vigilance
state if the handler gives the search command and notices
that the dog does not engage in search behavior quickly.

The “search score” also appeared to be a very impor-
tant predictor of accuracy and probability of missing a
target. The results indicated that there is a substantial
decrement if the dogs do not engage in a thorough search
and that simple “drive by” or “bumping” of ports was not
sufficient for accurate detection. This agrees with Porrit
et al. (2015) where they reported that dogs that per-
formed a less thorough search were more likely to miss a
target odor. Dogs need to fully sample the port to make
an accurate response. This also has interesting implica-
tions for handlers, suggesting that engaging in less
detailed search patterns (e.g., simple pass by) could be an
indication that the dog is not in a vigilance state and thus
the probability of an incorrect response or a miss of a tar-
get is higher. Altogether the data showed that rapid
engagement in search behavior and thorough searches

were the two strongest behavioral predictors of the dog
being in a vigilance state and thus ensured optimal
performance.

Tail position showed a relatively weak association
with overall accuracy and hit rate. The dogs performed
poorer in trials where they had an upright tail than in tri-
als where their tails were relaxed but not significantly
lower than in trials where their tail was wagging. This
suggests that perhaps an upright/aroused tail may indi-
cate some change in the valence of the task or environ-
ment that is associated with increased probability of an
incorrect response. An upright tail could be an indicator
of stress in dogs. An increase in stress during the testing
period in the operational room could have been the result
of testing with a target odor frequency near extinction
levels. It is important to note that the interobserver agree-
ment for tail position was lower than the other behaviors.
This variability in scoring suggests it was more difficult
to code and results should be interpreted cautiously. The
results of the behavior coding also suggest that engage-
ment in other behavior directed to the environment can
indicate decline in accuracy.

Altogether, the coded behaviors highlight that robust
search behavior is critical to performance and variables
that decline search behavior (such as reduced odor preva-
lence) may degrade search, leading to consequential
declines in performance. Having handlers attend to dete-
rioration in search latency or the quality or thoroughness
of the search (decline from thorough to simply passing)
might be a good method for ensuring that their dog is in
a vigilance state. Monitoring dogs’ behavior may allow
handlers to anticipate when their dogs’ performance is
likely to decline and engage in responses to mitigate this
decline, such as providing the dog a “find” in the current
environment.

Limitations

Although the results of this study show a clear effect of
target odor frequency on search behavior and perfor-
mance, there are some limitations when trying to extrap-
olate these findings to detection dogs in general: (1) In
this study we used mixed-breed dogs and not dogs from
working lines. Thus, it could be that reducing the target
odor frequency reduces search behaviors in mixed-breed
dogs and not on dogs from working lines because work-
ing dogs are bred specifically for this behavior. However,
it is very unlikely that our findings are not representative
because previous studies that evaluated the same phe-
nomena using working dogs found similar results (Gazit
et al., 2005; Porritt et al., 2015). (2) An additional limita-
tion is that dogs performed off-leash searches and were
able to choose to search or not because the handler did
not intervene in the search. This is different from the way
many detection dog teams perform searches. Thus, fur-
ther studies need to be conducted to determine whether
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this phenomenon also occurs in directed searches (the
handler guides the dog to search an area). Nevertheless,
in a previous study, Porrit et al. (2015) used free and
directed searches to evaluate dog search vigilance and
found similar results. (3) A third limitation is that we
conducted the study over a short period where dogs pre-
viously naïve to odor detection work were trained for the
purposes of the study. It is possible that with more train-
ing time and experience, the dogs’ performance in the
operational room would have rapidly recovered during
the test as they learned the frequency of the target odor.
Thus, our behavioral results may highlight a more dra-
matic effect of odor prevalence on search behavior and
performance because these dogs had less experience and
time training on the task. This suggests that additional
research with operational dogs would be a critical next
step. (4) Stark contrast between the two rooms could
have also magnified the effect of odor prevalence. For
instance, due to the very low target odor frequency in the
operational room, the dogs could have distinguished the
differences within the first couple of trials within a session
and thus the reduction in search behavior could have
occurred faster. Thus, using a prevalence rate closer to
10% in the training room could mitigate the negative
effects observed in this experiment because it will be
harder for the dogs to discern between rooms. This has to
be further evaluated, as it could be a potential mitigation
strategy for preventing the reduction in search-related
behaviors observed herein.

CONCLUSION

We developed a laboratory model that mimicked how
detection dogs are trained with high target odor fre-
quency schedules in a training context but often deployed
in an operational context where the target odor preva-
lence is often low. Within this model, we were able to rep-
licate the reduction in search behavior and performance
observed in previous studies. Altogether the data suggest
that dogs can have excellent search behavior and detec-
tion performance when trained under high target odor
prevalence but can simultaneously have poor search
behavior and performance in areas with low target odor
frequency. These findings have significant implications to
detection dog teams because the data suggest that their
performance during training might not be representative
of their operational performance due to the negative
effect that low target odor prevalence can have on search
behavior. The laboratory model developed provides a
new methodology to further investigate and remediate
search behavior decrement in scenarios where targets are
infrequent.
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